Abstract. A lattice L satisfies (SDA) \ia/\b = a/\c implies that a /\b = a /\(b\J c) ((SDV) is defined dually). Theorem. Every lattice can be embedded in the ideal lattice of a lattice satisfying (SDA) (respectively, (SDV)). Call a lattice K transferable iff whenever K can be embedded in the ideal lattice of a lattice L, then K can be embedded in L. Corollary. Every transferable lattice satisfies (SDA) and (SDV).
1. Introduction. Two properties (P) can be found in the literature for which the following embedding theorem holds:
Every lattice can be embedded in the ideal lattice of a lattice with property (P)-These are: (i) Sectional finiteness (that is, every principal ideal is finite) and (ii) property (X) (that is, the lattice has no doubly reducible element).
References: (i) Whitman's embedding theorem [8] and the observation that the partition lattice is isomorphic with the ideal lattice of finite partitions (see, for instance, [6] ); (ii) result announced in [4] , proved in [5] .
If for (P) the embedding theorem holds and in addition (P) is preserved under the formation of sublattices, then we can conclude that every transferable lattice satisfies (P).
In this note we prove that (SDA) and (SDV) are such properties. Observe that, although (SDV) is the dual of (SDA), the two embedding theorems are not duals of each other.
2. Construction of a closure system. Let <\X, S} be a closure system; that is, A' is a nonvoid set and S is a set of subsets of X closed under arbitrary intersections. For Y C X let Y denote the smallest member of S containing X. We define a closure system on X X Z, where Z is the set of integers:
LetA ÇlxZbe closed iff for Y C X and n E Z, Y X {n} ç A implies that y X [n -1} C A. For Y Q X X Z let [Y] denote the closure of Y in X X Z. Call a subset oí X X Z bounded iff y Ç A' X (n] for some n E Z, where (n] = {i\i E Z and / < n). Let L(X) denote the set of all bounded closed subsets of X X Z. Partially ordering L(X) by set inclusion makes L(X) a lattice. 
Embedding theorem for (SDV)
. With a lattice K we associate a closure system K¡ = i[K, S,), the nonvoid members of S¡ being exactly the ideals of K.
Theorem 2. Every lattice K can be embedded in the ideal lattice of L(K¡).
By Theorem 1 we then have the Corollary.
Every lattice can be embedded in the ideal lattice of a lattice satisfying (SDV).
For finite lattices, this Corollary was proved in [3] .
Proof of Theorem 2. For X E L(K,), let nK(X) be the projection of X into K and trz(X) the projection of X into Z. and so A E tp(x) V <pO0, completing the proof. 4 . Embedding theorem for (SDA). Now we associate with a lattice K a closure system KD = <£>, 50>, the nonvoid members of SD being exactly the dual ideals of K. Every lattice can be embedded in the ideal lattice of a lattice satisfying (SDA).
For finite lattices, this Corollary was proved in [3] . Proof of Theorem 3. We define a map u> by 4>(x) = {X\X E L(KD) and x E ttk(X)} for x E K. It is easily seen that for x E K, $(x) is a dual ideal of L(KD). It is clear that i/> is one-to-one, and since x f\ y E ttk(X) iff x and y are in ttk(X) (x,yEK,XE L(KD)),3 we get that ^(x Ay) = <K*) n t(y) = *(*) V ip(y)-T° show that \p(x \J y) = ip(x) A i>(y\ that is, yp(x V>0 is the dual ideal generated by the dual ideals \p(x) and \p(y)> it is sufficient to show that for every A E ip(x V y) there exist B E \p(x) and C E \p(y) satisfying A D B n C. To this end, let A E \p(x \/ y), that is, <x \/ y, i) E A for some i E Z. Set B = [<jc, />] and C = [<>>, />]. Then B E \¡>(x) and C E 4>(y). Let <z,/> E B n C. Then z > x V^ and / < i. If / < i, then <z,/> E [(x V
